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Abstract

The longevity of perennial snow fields is not fully understood but it is known that strong
atmospheric stability and thus boundary layer decoupling limits the amount of (sensible
and latent) heat that can be transmitted to the snow surface. The strong stability is typ-
ically caused by two factors, (i) the temperature difference between the (melting) snow5

surface and the near-surface atmosphere and (ii) cold-air pooling in topographic de-
pressions. These factors are almost always a prerequisite for perennial snow fields to
exist. For the first time, this contribution investigates the relative importance of the two
factors in a controlled wind tunnel environment. Vertical profiles of sensible heat fluxes
are measured using two-component hot wire and one-component cold-wire anemom-10

etry directly over the melting snow patch. The comparison between a flat snow surface
and one that has a depression shows that atmospheric decoupling is strongly increased
in the case of topographic sheltering but only for low to moderate wind speeds. For
those conditions, the near-surface suppression of turbulent mixing was observed to be
strongest and drainage flows were decoupled from the surface enhancing atmospheric15

stability and promoting the cold-air pooling over the single snow patch. Further work
is required to systematically and quantitatively describe the flux distribution for varying
terrain geometry, wind speeds and air temperatures.

1 Introduction

Snow cover can be highly heterogeneous on various scales, introducing inhomo-20

geneities in surface characteristics such as surface albedo, roughness or tempera-
ture (Essery, 1997). Once an alpine snow cover gets patchy in spring, steps in surface
roughness and surface temperature induce the development of thermal internal bound-
ary layers. Increasing air temperatures in spring cause stable internal atmospheric lay-
ers above the melting snow-covered surface. The stability is further enhanced by the25

forced flow of warm air advected by the mean wind from the snow-free land over the
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colder snow-covered areas changing the atmospheric boundary layer characteristics
over snow by increasing the local air temperature there. The complex interactions be-
tween snow, bare ground and atmosphere strongly affect the energy balance at the
snow surface, thus snow melt and runoff in spring. Typically, hydrological and energy
balance studies do not account for those processes involved because they rely on the5

existence of constant flux layers and simply apply bulk transfer models. Only a small
number of investigations on processes driving snow melt that are affected by the devel-
opment of thermal internal boundary layers exist so far (Essery, 1997; Neumann and
Marsh, 1998; Essery et al., 2006; Granger et al., 2006; Mott et al., 2013, 2015).

Another phenomenon that is directly linked to the existence of stable internal bound-10

ary layer development is the formation of cold-air pools driving the survival of peren-
nial snow fields (Fujita et al., 2010). Cold air pools typically develop in closed sink
holes, topographical depressions or narrow valleys (Whiteman et al., 2001; Vosper
et al., 2014). They either develop due to drainage flows (Whiteman et al., 2008; Bodine
et al., 2006) or due to sheltering effects (Gustavsson et al., 1998; Bruns and Chemel,15

2014). Sheltering effects and in situ cooling are typically described for small-scale val-
leys (i.e. 100 m deep and up to 3 km wide), where the valley air is decoupled from
the atmospheric boundary layer above due to the sheltering effect of valley geometry
(Price et al., 2011). Sheltering causes reduced turbulence and prevents heat trans-
fer from above, allowing the valley atmosphere to cool by radiative heat loss (Bruns20

and Chemel, 2014). The sheltering effect is enhanced by strong atmospheric stabilities
that are typically connected with calm wind conditions and boundary layer decoupling
is promoted (Vosper et al., 2014). A special case is cold-air pooling over snow fields
that are located within topographical depressions and where associated atmospheric
decoupling is mainly driven by the cooling effect of the underlying snow on the air.25

This phenomenon, however, has gained little attention so far (Fujita et al., 2010). Long-
lasting snow patches are typically located within topographical depressions because
snow is preferentially accumulated in sheltered areas (Tabler, 1975; Winstral et al.,
2002; Lehning et al., 2008; Mott et al., 2010, 2014; Dadic et al., 2010) and the snow is
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well protected within topographical depressions due to lower wind speeds decreasing
turbulent fluxes (Mott et al., 2011a). For low wind speeds, the cooling effect of the snow
and advective transport of warm air increase the local atmospheric stability and pro-
mote cold-air pooling and atmospheric decoupling above snow patches (Fujita et al.,
2010; Mott et al., 2013).5

The mean perimeters of snow patches in alpine terrain are typically in the range of
tens to hundreds of meters. The formation of shallow cold-air pools and connected
atmospheric decoupling above small-scale snow patches is difficult to measure or to
simulate with a numerical model (Mott et al., 2015). In the field, atmospheric profiles ob-
tained from eddy-correlation measurements are typically based on a few measurement10

points, which makes it difficult to capture boundary layer dynamics of shallow internal
thermal boundary layers. Especially turbulent heat fluxes close to the snow surface are
difficult to measure in the field because of the relatively large path lengths of sonic
anemometers. Measurement results, thus, only give a rough estimate on boundary
layer dynamics close to the surface. Numerically, high horizontal resolution of at least15

5 m are necessary to adequately represent the formation of thermal internal boundary
layers. What cannot be captured with that resolutions is the strong suppression of tur-
bulence due to strong atmospheric stability at the lowest centimeters above the snow
surface (Mott et al., 2015). Wind tunnels provide optimal conditions to measure the
boundary layer dynamics above cooled surface (Ohya, 2001; Ohya et al., 2008). The20

wind tunnel not only allows us to measure boundary layer dynamics under controlled
conditions, but the available measurement techniques also allow us at the expense of
reduced eddy sizes and reduced directional variability to measure vertical profiles of
turbulent quantities with a high vertical resolution of approximately 0.005 m (normalized
by boundary layer height in the wind tunnel z/δ this means 0.016). Measurements con-25

ducted in the wind tunnel are thus expected to advance our understanding of the flow
field development and the associated heat exchange when the flow crosses a single
snow field. Earlier wind-tunnel studies of the atmospheric stable boundary layer were
conducted using a thermally stratified wind tunnel (Ohya, 2001; Ohya et al., 2008). For
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those experiments, stably stratified flows were generated by heating the wind tunnel
airflow and cooling the test-section floor, creating high temperature differences be-
tween air and floor up to 40 ◦C and bulk Richardson numbers larger than 1. In our
experiments, the warmer air within the wind tunnel flows across a snow patch creat-
ing a shallow stable layer with smaller temperature differences up to 14 ◦C, which are5

typical for spring conditions when snow melts in higher altitudes (Mott et al., 2011a).
In this experimental study we investigate the development of the atmospheric bound-

ary layer when the boundary layer flow crosses a single snow patch. The purpose
of this study is to examine boundary conditions for cold-air pooling and atmospheric
boundary layer decoupling over seasonal snow patches or perennial snow fields. The10

experimental setup accounts for the effect of synoptic wind forcing and the effect of the
topography. With this setup we want to look into the relative role of topographic shelter-
ing vs. temperature differences in the generation of decoupling and stratification over
snow patches.

2 Methods and data15

2.1 Experimental methods

All experiments conducted for that study are listed in Table 1. Measurements were
performed in the SLF boundary layer wind tunnel (Fig. 1) in Davos in a non-heated
building at 1650 ma.s.l. The wind tunnel is an open-circuit suck-down type and 17 m
long and has a cross section of 1 m×1 m. In the upwind part of the wind tunnel the20

boundary layer flow was preconditioned by spires and additional roughness elements,
that were arranged along a 6 m long fetch. In the middle Sect. 6.4 m of wooden plates
featured a smooth surface. The measurement section was located at the downwind
end of the wind tunnel, consisting of a 1.6 m long snow patch. The surface shape of the
snow patch was either flat (Experiment E1) or concave (Experiment E2). The concave25

has a length (l ) of 1.6 m and a maximum depth (zmax) of 0.1 m. These dimensions
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(zmax : l = 0.06) were defined to scale with a cavity in the Wannengrat catchment (zmax :
l = 2.5 : 60 = 0.04), that was studied by Mott et al. (2013) revealing boundary layer
decoupling above a melting snow field. For experiments E1 and E2 profiles of mean
and turbulent quantities were measured at 0.4 m (X1) and 0.8 m (X2) downwind of the
leading edge of the snow patch. For E2, the depth of the snow-covered depression5

is 0.06 m at X1 and 0.1 m at X2. All experiments were performed at free-stream wind
velocities of approximately 1, 2 and 3 ms−1 (V1, V2, V3). All heights are given relative to
Z0, which is the height of wooden floor and the initial snow cover at fetch distance 0. For
the concave setup, Z0 corresponds to the topographical step height. Consequently, for
the concave setup E2 the snow surface belongs to z = −0.06 m at X1 and to z = −0.1 m10

at X2. Please note that due to the configuration of the probes, we were able to measure
closer to the ground for the flat setup (E1) than for the concave setup (E2). While the
lowest measurement point above snow is approximately 0.002 m for E1 it is 0.01 m
for E2. Furthermore, the snow surface temperature was at its melting point during the
whole experiment, resulting in a change of the snow surface during the experimental15

period. As a consequence of the melting snow surface, the heights above the snow
surface are not consistent throughout the experimental period. Thus, not only profiles
of E2, but also of E1V2 and E1V3 feature negative heights.

The temperature and velocity fluctuations were measured simultaneously using
a system of a two-component platinum coated hot-wire anemometer (TSI 1240-60)20

and a one-component cold-wire anemometer (Dantec 55P11). The calibration was
performed in situ before each test against a calibrated miniature fan anemometer
(Schiltknecht MiniAir20) for the velocity measurements and against a digital thermome-
ter (Labfacility Tempmaster-100). Data were acquired at a frequency of 1 kHz and for
100 s during the tests on setup 1 and 20 s during the tests on Experiment 2 (E2). The25

data were low-pass filtered by means of a butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
100 Hz. Furthermore, to eliminate low-frequency trends in the signal data were also
high-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz. Being the tests conducted at low
velocities a threshold was applied based on the Reynolds (the ratio of momentum
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forces to viscous forces) and Grashof number (the ratio of the buoyancy to viscous
forces) to eliminate velocity data significantly influenced by the natural convection of
the wire (Collis and Williams, 1958). The time-series exceeding the latter threshold for
more than 10 % of the time were not considered for the following analysis. Following
this procedure four points in total have been removed from the data set.5

2.2 Quadrant analysis

Quadrant analysis consists of conditionally averaging the shear stresses into four quad-
rants depending on the sign of the streamwise and vertical velocity fluctuations (Wal-
lace et al., 1972). The resulting types of motions are following the description in Table 2:
outward motion of high-momentum fluid (Q1) where u′ > 0 and w ′ > 0, ejections of low-10

momentum fluid (Q2) where u′ < 0 and w ′ > 0, wallward interactions of fluids from the
wall (Q3) where u′ < 0 and w ′ < 0 and sweeps of high-moment fluid towards the wall
(Q4) where u′ > 0 and w ′ < 0. Here u and w correspond to streamwise and vertical
velocity and primes indicate the deviation from the average value. Each quadrant event
〈u′w ′〉i can be defined as:15

〈u′w ′〉i = lim
T→∞

1
T

T∫
0

u′(t)w ′(t)dt (1)

where T is the length of the time-series and i marks the quadrant event (i = 1, . . .,4).
While Q1 and Q3 motions are positive stress producing motions, ejections and sweeps
contribute positively to the Reynolds stress. The negative contributions by Q1 and
Q3 motions corresponds to the interaction between ejection and sweep motions. In20

neutrally stratified boundary layer flows, the main contributions to the Reynolds stress
comes from sweep and ejection motions and both motions are nearly equal (Wallace
et al., 1972).

In our case all the events from each quadrant are considered and no event is dis-
carded based on its magnitude. Therefore the analysis concentrates on the overall flow25
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dynamics rather than focusing on the strength of the motions. The second (ejections)
and fourth (sweeps) quadrants constitute a positive contribution to the production of
turbulent kinetic energy and to the momentum flux towards the surface, while the other
two constitute a negative contribution.

3 Results5

3.1 Experimental conditions

The flow conditions for each experimental case are listed in Table 1. The free-stream
wind velocity U∞ ranged between 0.9 and 3.3 ms−1 with ambient air temperaturesrang-
ing between 11.8 and 14.1 ◦C. The snow surface temperature was 0 ◦C for all experi-
ments. Since, the flow first crossed a smooth wooden floor before crossing a flat (E1)10

or concavely shaped (E2) snow patch, the flow was streamwise inhomogeneous. The
bulk Richardson numbers, defined as a dimensionless number relating vertical stabil-
ity and vertical shear, are below the critical value of 0.25 for all profiles. That means
that the flow is expected to be dynamically unstable and turbulent. For both setups, the
bulk Richardson number (Ribulk) was slightly higher at X2 than at X1 due to a slightly15

stronger cooling of the atmosphere further downwind. While the flow for the experi-
mental cases with low free-stream wind (V1) was statically stable with Ribulk numbers
ranging between 0.19 and 0.22, experimental cases driven by higher free-stream wind
velocities (V2, V3) show low Ribulk numbers ranging between 0.02 and 0.05.

3.2 Vertical profiles of mean quantities20

The vertical profiles of the streamwise wind velocity U and mean air temperature T are
illustrated in Fig. 2 for the different experimental cases and fetch distances. The mean
air temperature is normalized by the difference between the ambient air temperature
T∞ and the surface temperature Ts (which was 0 ◦C throughout the measurements).
The mean wind velocity U is normalized by the free-stream wind velocity U∞.25
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The temperature profiles show stably stratified flows, that are generated above the
snow patch at fetch distances of X1 and X2. The stable layers are deeper for the
concave setup (E2) than for the flat setup (E1). The decrease in air temperature close
to the surface is considerably stronger for E1 than for E2, resulting in a stronger local
atmospheric stability close to the wall. We have to note, however, that no measurement5

points are available at the lowest 0.01 m above the surface (<z =−0.09 m) for E2.
We expect that a higher near-surface measurement resolution for E2 would probably
reveal an enhanced temperature gradient below z =−0.09 m, at least similar to what
we observed for E1 where the highest temperature gradient was found below z = 0.01.
Over the flat snow patch, the near-surface air temperature gradient is higher at X110

than at X2. Over the concave snow patch, the near-surface air temperature gradient
increases in downwind direction revealing colder air at the lowest point of the concave.
The thermal boundary layer grows in downwind direction and is deeper for lower wind
velocities and for the concave setup.

The velocity profiles of E1 show a weakly pronounced low level jet formed at X2 for15

low free-stream wind velocity (E1V1). For higher free-stream wind velocities (E1V2,
E1V3), the profiles exhibit a gradually increasing wind velocity with height without low
level jet evident. The near-surface wind velocities are slightly higher at X2 than at X1.
Wind profiles of E2 show a distinct local wind maximum for the low wind velocity case
E2V1 and less pronounced for E2V2. For experiments with high free-stream wind ve-20

locities (E2V3), the formation of the local wind maximum is not evident anymore. For
E2V1, the wind profile at X1 shows a distinct local wind maximum at z =−0.025 m rel-
ative to the height of the topographical step (Z0) (0.035 m above the local surface). At
X2, the wind maximum was measured at z =−0.05 m (which corresponds to 0.05 m
above the local snow surface). The low-level maxima in velocity (low-level jet) might25

be caused by the drainage of the cold air along the slope of the cavity. A deep layer
of strong wind velocity gradient is visible below the nose of the LLJ (peak of wind ve-
locity). Close to the wall, wind velocities become very small (smaller than 0.2 ms−1)
and are much smaller for both distances than measured over the flat snow patch (E1)
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for a similar ambient wind velocity. The extremely low values of wind velocities within
the cavity for the low wind velocity case indicates boundary layer decoupling there. The
temperature profiles for the low wind velocity cases are two-layered and show a change
of temperature gradient at the height of the respective peaks in wind speed. Similar to
the low wind velocity case, temperature profiles of the high wind velocity cases show5

a strong layering that coincides with the wind velocity profile.

3.3 Vertical profiles of turbulent quantities

Figures 3 illustrates vertical profiles of turbulent momentum flux and vertical turbulent
heat flux along the snow patch for the flat and the concave setup. Fluxes are normal-
ized by the free-stream wind velocity and temperature difference between snow surface10

and ambient air. Figure 4 zooms in on the near-surface profiles (ranging from z =−0.1
to +0.06 m) of turbulent momentum and vertical turbulent heat flux for the low wind ve-
locity case V1 and the high wind velocity case V3. Primes (′) indicate the deviation from
the mean value and overbars (¯) the average. Momentum fluxes are thus computed as
a covariance between instantaneous deviation in horizontal wind speed (u′) from the15

mean value (u) and instantaneous deviation in vertical wind speed (w ′) from the mean
value (w). Vertical heat fluxes are computed as a covariance between instantaneous
deviation in air temperature (T ′) from the mean value (T ) and instantaneous deviation
in vertical wind speed (w ′) from the mean value (w). In theory a thermal internal bound-
ary layer develops with increasing depth in downwind distance as a neutrally stratified20

flow crosses a single snow patch. Within the stable internal boundary layer turbulent
momentum and vertical turbulent heat fluxes are expected to increase with decreasing
distance to the snow surface (Essery et al., 2006).

For experiments conducted over the flat snow patch, profiles reveal an increase of
negative momentum fluxes with decreasing distance to the snow surface. Contrary, the25

vertical profiles of turbulent quantities for the concave snow patch (Fig. 4a and c) show
a distinct maximum in the negative vertical momentum flux at the height of the shear
layer indicating that both, the surface and the high-shear region around z = 0 contribute
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to turbulence generation. For low wind velocities, profiles of momentum fluxes feature
a distinct peak approx. 0.04 m above the local surface (Figs. 3 and 4). Below that
maximum, momentum fluxes strongly decrease towards the snow surface. This near-
surface suppression of momentum flux is strongest further downwind at X2, at the
maximum depth of the cavity. The peak of the momentum flux appears to be strongest5

at the first measurement location downstream of the fetch transition (X1). At the down-
wind location X2, however, the magnitude of the momentum flux is much lower for the
whole profile.

At X1 profiles of the vertical turbulent heat flux reveal a local maximum at z =+0.02 m
for the flat snow patch with a decrease towards the surface below that maximum10

(Fig. 4c and d). Further downwind, the maximum heat flux was measured at the low-
est point above the surface z =+0.002 m) and no suppression of the vertical turbulent
heat flux was measured there. On the contrary, for the concave setup, all profiles of
heat fluxes feature a similar shape revealing distinct peaks of fluxes at the lowest few
centimeters of the atmospheric layer (0.02–0.04 m above the local surface) coincid-15

ing with the maximum in vertical velocity fluctuations (not shown). Below that maxi-
mum, fluxes strongly decrease towards the snow surface (Fig. 4). The maximum can
be found at a higher distance to the ground for the low wind velocity case E2V1, co-
inciding with maximum wind speed at a height of 0.04–0.05 m above the local snow
surface and strong shear in the jet layer (Figs. 2 and 4). Close to the surface, the fluc-20

tuation of streamwise and vertical velocity fluctuations are rapidly suppressed at both
downwind distances and for all wind velocities. For higher wind velocities, however,
the suppression of turbulence is confined to the lowest 0.01–0.02 m of the ABL and is
much stronger for the downwind distance X2, where the maximum depth of the cavity
is reached.25

3.4 Turbulence phenomena at the snow surface

Results from the quadrant analysis are presented for the flat setup E1 (Fig. 5) and
the concave setup E2 (Fig. 6). The stress fraction contribution of each quadrant gives
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insight into the physics of turbulence structures close to the wall (snow cover). In order
to discuss the near-surface turbulence in more detail we show the near-surface profiles
of mean wind velocity, the vertical momentum and heat fluxes as well as the shear
stress distribution for the low and high wind velocity cases at the different measurement
locations (Fig. 7). Figure 8 shows the Reynolds number calculated from the local wind5

velocity at the respective measurement point for experiments E2V1 and E2V3.
For E1 the ejections (Q2) and sweeps (Q4) are observed to dominate the other

two events over the whole boundary layer depth (Fig. 5). Both contributions increase
with decreasing distance to the wall promoting the downwards directed momentum
flux. This result is consistent for all free-stream wind velocities (i.e. experiments E1V1,10

E1V2, E1V3). This distribution is analogous to the distribution of quadrant motions in
neutrally stratified boundary layer flows over flat surfaces, where the ejection-sweep
cycle was observed to be induced by coherent flow structures (Adrian et al., 2000).

Over the concave snow patch, ejections and sweeps are observed to dominate over
the other two quadrant motions, similarly to the flat case (Fig. 6). In contrast to E1, pro-15

files for E2 reveal a clear dominance of sweeps of high speed fluid downward directed
close to the snow surface for all setups, in particular for the lowest wind velocity case
where larger stability is also observed (Fig. 5). This marks a clear difference with the
distribution of quadrant events for boundary layer flows in neutral stability conditions
(see Methods section). The dominance of sweeps close to the wall has therefore to be20

attributed to the presence of the drainage flows into the concave section (both due to
the density and gravity). The presence of drainage flows forming low-level jets is also
manifested by the local wind speed maxima defining the nose of the low-level jet (LLJ).
The height of the drainage flow varies with wind velocity. At the lowest velocity it is
interesting to observe that the peak of both ejections (Q2) and sweeps (Q4) (i.e. the25

height of the LLJ) occurs at a significantly higher distance from the snow surface than
in case of the two other tests at higher velocity.

This is more clearly visible at X2 where the drainage flow is more decoupled from the
surface showing the local wind maxima at a higher level at z =−0.05 m corresponding
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to the peak of ejections (Q2) and sweeps (Q4) (Fig. 7e and h). These strong local
motions efficiently transport momentum and heat at the height of the drainage flow
(Fig. 7f and g). The region below this low level jet corresponds to the cold pool observed
in the vertical profiles of heat flux (Fig. 7g and h). The rapid decrease of all strong
local motions below the peak at z =−0.05 m indicate a strong suppression of turbulent5

mixing, thus strong atmospheric decoupling over the deepest point of the concave.
This is also revealed by the very low Reynolds numbers calculated for measurement
points below z =−0.05 m that are significantly lower than for the higher wind velocity
case indicating laminar flow close to the surface (Fig. 8). These profiles suggest that
the higher stability at X2 at the lowest velocity forces the unsteady and coherent flow10

structures to develop above the cold pool. Moreover, in this latter case such strong
reduction of ejections (Q2) and sweeps (Q4) in the cold pool to the level of the other
two quadrant events causes the vertical momentum flux to reduce toward zero (Fig. 7f).
The strong suppression of high-momentum fluid from the outer region and the strong
suppression of turbulent mixing close to the wall (Fig. 8) indicates favorable conditions15

for cold-air pooling within the cavity, which is strongest at the maximum depth of the
cavity (Fig. 7f and g).

For the high wind velocity case, the peak of contributions by Q2 and Q4 motions
is shifted towards the wall and the suppression of turbulence is less pronounced and
confined to the lowest 0.02 m of the ABL. Over the maximum depth of the cavity, at20

X2, the peak of Q2 and Q4 motions involve a 0.03 m deep layer of enhanced turbulent
mixing (Fig. 7o and p). Thus, with increasing wind velocity gradients towards the wall,
sweeps become more dominant towards the snow surface (dominant motion at the
lowest points) indicating the rush-in of high speed fluid of the outer layer into the wall
region. Furthermore, the strong contribution of Q1 is very conspicuous at X2 and show25

high values close to the wall. This strong increase of outward interactions (Q1) which
are observed to increase with the free-stream velocity (Fig. 7l and p) is a further clear
departure from the commonly observed distribution of quadrant motions in neutrally
stratified boundary layer flows. The clear dominance of the inner and outward inter-
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actions in the concave region indicate that not only turbulence is suppressed but also
less organized in terms of the flux contribution. The positive streamwise fluctuations,
given by the Q1 and Q4 events, dominate the flow especially at the highest free-stream
velocities (Fig. 7p). This is due to the drainage flow into the concave section which
induces sweeps (Q4) towards the near-surface region as discussed above, and to the5

resulting displacement of high speed, colder fluid upwards (Q1) from the near-surface
region as an effect of the stronger mixing occurring at the higher velocities. The out-
ward interactions (Q1) can be therefore seen as bouncing flow resulting from preceding
sweeps (Q4) directed towards the snow surface. This finds confirmation from the ob-
servation of outward interactions (Q1) at the higher tested free-stream velocity where10

the sweeps (Q4) are peaking closer to the snow surface, and by the relatively higher
outward interactions (Q1) at X2 where the concave section allows the cold pool to form
and as a consequence the mixing process to be stronger at the highest velocities.
Thus, the inertial forces appear to be strong enough to mix most of the boundary layer
within the cavity causing an enhancement of turbulent fluxes of momentum and heat15

close to the wall. At the deepest point of the cavity, however, the turbulent mixing is still
suppressed within a very shallow layer at the wall and the concave surface still allows
cold-air pooling.

These experiments were conducted for meteorological conditions typically observed
over patchy snow covers, when the temperature difference between the snow surface20

and the ambient air typically ranges up to 15 ◦C causing low Richardson numbers
(Rib < 0.25) meaning that the flow is dynamically unstable. Wind tunnel studies per-
formed by Ohya (2001) and Ohya et al. (2008) over a flat cooled surface demonstrated
that a significantly stronger atmospheric stability (Richardson number larger than 1)
results in a suppression of momentum and heat fluxes over the whole boundary layer25

depth. In contrast to Ohya (2001) and Ohya et al. (2008), our wind tunnel studies show
that only in the case of a flow with a low free stream wind velocity crossing a concavely
shaped snow patch promotes the suppression of momentum and heat fluxes within the
lowest part of the atmospheric boundary layer that is within the subjet layer.
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4 Conclusions

Wind tunnel experiments on flow development over a melting snow patch were con-
ducted for meteorological conditions typically observed over patchy snow covers and
strong snow melt in alpine environments. For the first time experiments were conducted
to explore the relative role of topography vs. pure thermo-dynamics in causing atmo-5

spheric decoupling over a snow field. The experiments give evidence that topography
is critical for the process of atmospheric decoupling by significantly altering the near-
surface flow field. While the stability had a minor effect on flow dynamics over the flat
snow field, it strongly influenced the near-surface flow behavior over the concavely
shaped snow patch, especially if the free-stream wind velocity was low. For that experi-10

mental setup, the near-surface suppression of turbulence was observed to be strongest
and drainage flows were decoupled from the surface enhancing atmospheric stability
and promoting the cold-air pooling over the single snow patch. At higher wind veloci-
ties, the drainage flow was measured much closer to the surface causing a rush-in of
high-momentum fluid of the outer layer to the wall region and an enhancement of tur-15

bulent mixing there. In the subjet layer, however, a very shallow layer characterized by
a suppression of turbulent mixing was still present. Over the flat snow patch, profiles
with low free-stream wind speeds only involved a weak suppression of the turbulent
mixing in a very shallow layer above the snow cover. Thus, the strong atmospheric
decoupling and cold-air pooling over single snow patches appears to be promoted by20

the cooling effect of the snow causing the development of a stable internal boundary
layer above the snow patch, but also by the sheltering effect of the cavity and by the
drainage flows which develop over the slopes of the cavity.

Thus, only the special experimental conditions with a concavely shaped snow patch
and low free-stream wind velocities allowed the development of vertical profiles of tur-25

bulence that are typical for very stable regimes (Mahrt, 2014), when the maxima of
turbulence is reached in a layer only intermittently coupled to the surface. The strong
stability, but also the sloping terrain enables the formation of low-level drainage flows,
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which are known to be a driving force for cold-air pooling (Daly et al., 2010). For high
free-stream wind velocities, the inertia of the flow becomes strong enough to mix the
boundary layer above the snow surface (also for concave setup) and to consequently
inhibit the stagnation of cold air and associated boundary layer decoupling within the
local depression.5

The suppression of heat exchange between the snow surface and the air adjacent
to the surface effectively slows down snow ablation in spring and promotes the stag-
nation of the cold air within topographical depressions covered by snow (Fujita et al.,
2010). The process of cold-air pooling and atmospheric decoupling is, thus, an im-
portant process driving the survival of long-lasting snow patches or all-season snow10

and ice fields in alpine or cold environments. The experimental results confirm the field
study performed by Mott et al. (2013) who observed a strong suppression of downward
heat fluxes close to the snow surface during calm wind conditions indicating boundary
layer decoupling. The measurements of Mott et al. (2013) were, however, only con-
ducted over a concavely shaped snow patch and lacked simultaneous measurements15

over a flat snow patch. Furthermore, measurements of the vertical profiles of turbu-
lence intensities that were conducted by a eddy-correlation system were restricted by
the low possible number of three measurements points. Compared to field measure-
ments, the experimental setup in the wind tunnel allowed a high vertical resolution of
flux measurements and allowed us to account for the effect of the topography on the20

flow development and the generation of turbulence in atmospheric layer adjacent to the
snow.

The quantitative contribution of the atmospheric decoupling over melting snow for
the total mass- and energy balance of a complete alpine catchment is not yet known.
Although first numerical results of Mott et al. (2015) show that the interaction between25

boundary layer flow and fractional snow cover significantly affects the total energy bal-
ance, field measurements conducted over a larger area and for a complete melt season
are necessary to estimate the relative frequency of phenomena enhancing (advective
heat transport) or slowing down (atmospheric decoupling) snow melt. Such a compre-
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hensive experimental study is currently conducted in a three-years project in an alpine
catchment in the Swiss Alps. Extensive field experiments during the entire ablation pe-
riod are expected to provide new insight into the frequency of described phenomena
and the importance for the snow hydrology of the total catchment.
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Table 1. Experimental setup for six atmospheric profiles with ambient wind velocity V∞ (ms−1),
fetch distance over the snow patch Xs (m), the bulk Richardson number Ribulk and the temper-
ature difference between the surface and the ambient air temperature δθ (◦C). The labels of
profiles refer to their position (X = Xs), ambient wind velocity (U = U∞) and the shape of the
snow surface (c= concave, f= flat).

Profile U∞ Xs Ribulk δθ

E1X1,V1 0.96 +0.4 0.21 8.6
E1X2,V1 0.98 +0.8 0.22 9.2
E1X1,V2 1.94 +0.4 0.05 9.5
E1X2,V2 2.03 +0.8 0.05 9.5
E1X1,V3 3.2 +0.4 0.02 8.6
E1X2,V3 3.33 +0.8 0.02 8.5

E2X1,V1 0.94 +0.4 0.19 12.6
E2X2,V1 0.91 +0.8 0.20 12.5
E2X1,V2 1.93 +0.4 0.04 14.0
E2X2,V2 1.8 +0.8 0.04 13.9
E2X1,V3 2.84 +0.4 0.02 13.0
E2X2,V3 2.84 +0.8 0.02 12.6
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Table 2. Description of the categorization of fluid motions according to signs of u and w.

Sign of u Sign of w Sign of uw Type of motion

+ + + Interaction outward Q1
– + – Ejections Q2
– – + Interaction (wallward) Q3
+ – – Sweeps Q4
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Figure 1. Sketch of the SLF boundary layer wind tunnel and measurement setup of experiments
1 (flat setup, E1) and experiment 2 (concave setup, E2). Measurement positions X are given
relative to the leading edge of the snow patch with X0=−0.1 m, X1=0.4 m and X2=0.8 m. Z0
marks the height of the step in topography for the concave setup (E2). Note that all heights
z used in the following figures are relative to the height of the topographical step Z0. Conse-
quently for the concave setup, the local surface at X1 correponds to z =−0.06 m and at X2 to
z =−0.1 m.
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Figure 2. Vertical profiles of the mean air temperature and wind velocity normalized by the free
stream temperature/wind velocity. Z0 marks the height of the topographical step at z = 0 m.
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of the turbulent fluxes: momentum flux u′w ′ and turbulent vertical
heat flux w ′θ′ normalized by the temperature difference and free stream wind velocity, plotted
at the corresponding measurement location along the snow patch for the flat and concave
setups. Z0 marks the height of the topographical step at z = 0 m. The axis corresponding to the
flux profiles is plotted outside of the individual plots.
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Figure 4. Vertical profiles of the turbulent fluxes: momentum flux u′w ′ (a, b) and vertical heat
flux w ′θ′ (c, d) normalized by the temperature difference and free stream wind velocity. Z0
marks the height of the topographical step at z = 0 m.
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Figure 5. Shear stress contribution of the quadrants for the experimental setups E1V1 and
E1V3.
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Figure 6. Shear stress contribution of the quadrants for the experimental setups E2V1 and
E2V3.
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Figure 7. Near-surface vertical profiles of mean wind speed, turbulent momentum flux, turbu-
lent heat flux and shear stress distribution over the concave snow patch for experiment E2V1
at measurement location X1 (a–d) and at X2 (e–h) and for experiment E2V3 at X1 (i–l) and at
X2 (m–p). Z0 marks the height of the topographical step at z = 0 m. Red horizontal lines mark
the area of local wind maxima indicating the nose of the low-level jet. Horizontal black lines
indicate the upper limit of the near-surface suppression of turbulence.The black double-arrow
mark the layer, where near-surface turbulence appears to occur.
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Figure 8. Vertical profiles of the Reynoldsnumber Re calculated from the local wind velocity at
the respective measurement point.
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